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On Popping's Agreement Indices
by
Klaus Krippendorff
University of Pennsylvania
The paper by Roel Popping "On Agreement Indices for Nominal
Data" (Sociometric Research 1: 90-105, 1988) deserves comment for
its conclusion might seriously mislead users who want to apply

them for evaluating the reliability of data generated by content
analysis, survey questionnaires or similar instruments of
empirical research.
Popping correctly suggests that agreement coefficients for
nominal scales take the form (A 0 -Ael/(�-Ael where A denotes the

number of matches (diagonal entries) in a contingency table of
variables with the same set of values and subscripts denote
2bserved, gxpected and maximum numbers respectively.

My

reservations concern his assumption for chosing criteria for Ae
that are consistent with those for Am. For simplicity, I will
use a 2-by-2 table with the following notations. A=a+d.
a

b

C

d

P1

1-pl
1

P2 l-p2
To start, one must realize that association essentialiy
measures the degree to which different variables are
statistically dependent on each other.

Since variables to be

associated may differ in the values they take, e.g. religious
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comittment and place of residence entail substantially different
distinctions, it is only reasonable that association coefficients
take their potentially unequal (marginal) frequency distributions
into account.

With these--what I call--association assumptions

in mind, one would therefore chose Am to reflect a condition in
which the frequencies in a table are least expected, here
Am=min(p1,p2)+min(l-p1,1-p2) or l-Am=min(p1,1-p2)+min(l-p1,p2).
By the same assumptions, one would have to require A e to reflect

the condition of statistical independence, here
Ae=p1p2+(1-p1) (l-p2).

Benini (1901) did just this.

Agreement is not association, however.

Agreement measures

express the degree to which the values of variables of the
kind

happen to match.

same

Chance plays an important role in these

measure but statistical independence does not.

One would

therefore chose Am to reflect a condition in which all
frequencies in this table are in the diagonale, Am=a+d=l and

p1=p2(=p as I will argue below). Up to this point Popping and I
agree. Where we part company is in the choice of Ae.

I maintain that any distraction from the ideal Am=l, whether
due to the occurance of mismatches b or c in the table or due to
inequalities p1/p2 in its marginal distributions (coder
preferences that have nothing to do with the nature of data) or
both, would have to count towards disagreement.

In the context

of reliability assessments, one must moreover assume that the
objects described, scored or categorized by coders do have
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qualities on which agreement is achievable in principle and that
there is therefore a probability p associated with each kind from
which coders will have erroneously deviated whenever their
frequency distributions differ.

Hence, the matches expected

under the conditions of chance, i.e., coders do not even look at
the objects they claim to be categorizing, is Ae=p 2 +(1-p) 2 .
Since the absence of a priori knowledge of what kind these
objects are is the very reason for coding them, p must be
estimated and the best estimator is the average Pi for all coders
i involved, here p=(p1+p2)/2. Under these--what I call-
agreement assumptions (A0 -Ae)/(�-Ael becomes Scott's (1955) pi

(except that his coefficient was not intended for more than two

coders).
In contrast, Popping's choice of statistical independence as
a criterion for Ae amounts to accepting the very association
assumptions for Ae he explicitly rejects for Am·

Ae=p1p2+(1-p1) (1-p 2 ) is nothing other than what association
coefficients should reflect as above noted.

This inconsistency

of criteria for Am and Ae makes his favorite
indices behave like association coefficients near zero and like

in the choice

agreement coefficients near unity and renders the range between
the two reference points difficult to interpret.

Cohen's (1960)

Kappa, which comes out highest by his criteria, may be good for
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measuring some sort of similarity between variables whose
frequency distributions have good reasons to differ but is
biased in the context of reliability assessments.
Worse, when Popping suggests to extend Kappa to more than
two coders by entering the average of the Ae's for all pairs of
coders into its general form, he further mixes association
assumptions (by computing expected matches Ae within pairs as
products of unequal probabilities) with agreement assumptions (by
averaging these across all pairs) within the very same aggregate
Ae and robs that number of meaningful probability
interpretations.
I have previously shown that Kappa is at best a partial
measure of agreement {Krippendorff 1970).

This discovery led to

correspondence with Fleiss (Krippendorff, 1978) whose coefficient
{Fleiss, 1975) is not responsive to disagreement on marginal
distributions either.

For users of these coefficients, the only

consolation is that their biases are less important when data are
highly reliable. Perfect agreement surely is the aim of
reliability concerns in social research but agreement
coefficients need to be particularly informative when data are
unreliable.
assumptions,

Scott's {1955) P.i does not make such mixed
captures disagreement on marginal distributions as

well and, as the more conservative of the two, is certainly
preferrable

to Kappa.

Pi has been extended, almost to the point
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of non-recognition, to many coders, to ordinal, interval and
ratio scales,

to take account of small sample sizes

(Krippendorff, 1980, 1987) and has become a standard for numerous
content analyses with computer programs widely used simce at
least 15 years.
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